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Introduction:

The  Functional  Reference was  written to  assist  those developing applications  utilizing  the 
TLCD library for  controlling  output  to  a  Hitachi  compatible  LCD.  It  contains  C code examples, 
function descriptions and details of how the TLCD library is constructed.  Some information has been 
included on LCDs but this isn't comprehensive.  It's best to study the data sheets on the specific LCD 
being used in the application for complete details.

Although the TLCD library was developed and tested on a Microchip Explorer 16 board with a 
PIC24FJ256GB110 MCU it will run on any MCU that can manage the 3 LCD control lines (output) 
and data lines (bidirectional 4 or 8 bits).  The command set generated by the TLCD library is based on 
the Hitachi 16 x 2 LCD.  Testing was successful on Lumex and Tianma LCDs.  All the hardware level 
functions  are  found  in  source  file  LCD_IO.c should  the  LCD commands  themselves  need  to  be 
customized.  Timing and control logic are also in this source file.  The  C source code was compiled 
using the MPLAB IDE v8.70 and the following components:

- C30 Optimizing Compiler (pic30-gcc.exe v3.31)
- MPASM Macro Assembler (pic30-as.exe v3.31)
- MPLINK Object Module Linker (pic30-ld.exe v3.31)
- MPLIB Object Module Librarian (pic30-ar.exe v3.31)

Except for 2 variable declarations (see  LumexLCD.h) which use the C30  attribute qualifier, the C 
source is standard plain vanilla C.  Coding techniques where confined to just the “basics” required to 
create  a  well  organized  easy  to  read  library  of  useful  LCD  functions.   The  design  allows  easy 
modifications and provides the building blocks to create almost any type of display.  The development 
tool set was running under Windows XP as a VirtualBox guest O/S hosted with Linux Mint 14.  All of  
this  was  installed  on   a  Dell  Inspiron  1501  PC  which ran  without  problems.   Refer  to  the  two 
companion  Introduction and  Installation Guide documents  for  more details  about  the  LCD  and 
creating a working copy of the TLCD library for a specific application.

This document goes through all the functions/routines in detail.   Explanations for functions, 
arguments, usage, coding example, macros and technical descriptions have been provided in detail.  A 
full  understanding  requires  the  reader  to  have  a  basic  background  in  C,  data  types,  variable 
declarations,  LCDs and MCU architecture.  To help with using the  TLCD library, C demo programs 
have been included.  These  provide real world examples of how the functions are used  within a C 
program.  The demo should also be used as a benchmark for testing the LCD for proper operation.  The 
demo uses all the features of the TLCD library and if it runs one can safely assume that wiring, timing, 
LCD hardware and software are working properly.  Once a link library has been created, getting the 
demo programs to run is the first task that should be accomplished.  HelloWorld.c includes diagnostic 
code snippets which may help with debugging display problems.  Refer to the Installation Guide for 
more details.
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LCD Layout and Basic Operation:

One of  the  most  common LCDs is  the  16  x  2  Hitachi  compatible  device.   Its  low cost, 
availability,  small  size,  low  power  and  ease of  operation  make  it  an  ideal  choice  for  embedded 
processor applications that don't require complex menus, graphics, color or a touch screen.  For some 
applications, less may be more.  See diagram below for the basic LCD data display RAM layout:

2 Line LCD Data Display RAM Layout 

Although data display RAM amounts vary from LCD to LCD, 80 bytes is a very common size 
for most 16 x 2 LCDs.  Alphanumeric LCDs also have a character generator ROM (CG ROM) which 
stores the bit patterns for all of its display symbols.  Often 8 positions of character generator RAM (CG 
RAM) are provided to allow user programming of 8 custom bit patterns.  Check the data sheet for the 
LCD's controller chip to find out exactly what amounts of memory are available for this.

By writing a character code into the LCD's DD RAM at a given address (known as the address 
counter or AC) will make it available for display.  Since the LCD's physical display window is only 16 
characters, an entire  40 character  line cannot be seen at one time.  After a clear and home, the LCD 
looks like the diagram above.  Address counter addresses 0x00-0x0f and 0x40-0x4f in DD RAM will  
display the first  16 characters in line1 and line 2 respectively.   Note that the address counter isn't 
contiguous from the last  character  in  line 1 (#40 dec)  and the first  character  in  line 2 (#41 dec).  
Addresses greater than 0x0f and 0x4f won't display because they are outside the window.  The LCD's 
hardware provides shifting to move both lines into the window 1 character at a time.  Shifting left 16  
times will make the characters at DD RAM address 0x10 and 0x50 display in the left most position of 
the LCD's physical display window.  Shifting may occur in the left or right direction as required.

Commands  issued  to  the  LCD's  controller  chip  through  the  MCU's  interface  will  allow 
manipulating the display in many ways.  These include reading and writing DD RAM,  shifting, cursor 
selection and movement,  custom character  definitions  and configuration  to  name just  a  few.   The 
Introduction document provides a table of all the commands and their functions.  The controller chip's 
data sheet does too.  
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Pointing a read/write operation into either the DD RAM or CG RAM is carried out by setting 
the AC for that memory.  Two set AC commands are provided for this purpose.  One sets the DD RAM 
address following which read/write commands interact with this memory.  The other sets the CG RAM 
address.  Any read/write commands issued afterwards will interact with this memory.

Cursor:

Both underscore and blinking block cursors  are  available.   LCD commands will  turn these 
on/off and position them within the LCD's physical display space.  A command is also available to shift 
the cursors left or right.  A cursor may also be positioned by writing an address to the AC.  Note that  
reading and writing the DD RAM will automatically cause the AC to increment or decrement based on 
a configuration parameter.  The idea of this is to relieve the MCU of having to take care of maintaining 
the next character position.  The cursor (if on) marks the position of the next character read/write.  A 
cursor, regardless of style, displays in one and only one spot.  Some displays won't require the cursor.

Summary:

Commands control all operations of the LCD, its memory and display.  To display characters, 
they are written into the LCD's DD RAM using either low level (not recommended) or TLCD standard 
(recommended) output functions.  The DD RAM address (AC) they are written into determines where 
they will appear within the LCD's physical display space.  The display space can be shifted (via LCD 
hardware) left or right to allow windowing over the character stored in the DD RAM locations.  Using 
shifting, lines longer than the LCD's physical display space can be seen.  Albeit only in 16 character 
chunks.  The LCD hardware shifts both lines when the device is in dual line mode.  The TLCD library 
functions offer more robust independent line shifting and scrolling.  The cursor marks the position of 
the  next  DD  RAM  read/write.   DD RAM  reads/writes  cause  the  AC to  increment  or  decrement 
automatically.  Increment or decrement is controlled via an LCD command which is easily accessible 
by using the ENTRYcrt or  ENTRYclf macros.  Setting the DD or CG RAM AC steers reads/writes 
into the corresponding memory.  The TLCD library builds all of the LCD's hardware commands and 
sets configurations through macros and function calls.  Wherever possible use the TLCD functions and 
macros within the application.
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Virtual Paging:

The basic 16 x 2 LCD that contains 80 bytes of DD RAM organized either as one 80 character 
line or two 40 character lines offers a limited virtual paging system.  A hardware shift command allows 
windowing the LCD's physical display space over the characters stored in DD RAM.  Thus contiguous 
groups of 16 characters can be displayed along  a line of  characters greater than the physical display 
space.  The size of the LCD's DD RAM limits how many characters it can store at once.  For the most 
common 16 x 2 LCD's that means one 80 character line or two 40 character lines.  Some LCD's may 
actually be less than this.  Simple applications may be able to manage with 80 bytes and the hardware 
shifting.  If not, the TLCD library provided a virtual page.

To increase the character handling ability of an LCD, the TLCD library allows defining a virtual 
page of R rows (lines) by N characters.  This is simply a statically allocated array that is dimensioned 
before the TLCD library is built.  Set VIRTUALPG and VIRTUALLN to the desired page dimension 
in  LumexLCD.h  This virtual page read/write buffer, in essence, replaces the DD RAM within the 
LCD.  Allowing the 80 byte DD RAM limit to be exceeded.  Scrolling and shifting functions are 
provided to move the LCD's display space over the virtual page.  For 16 x 2 LCDs, only 32 bytes of the 
LCD's DD RAM are used as the window into the virtual page.  During virtual paging, the LCD remains 
in  the  home position  which  means  character  positions  1  through  16  are  always  displayed.   Data 
movement functions have been provided to move characters to/from the DD RAM and the virtual page 
buffer.  This allows independent operation of both the virtual page and complete DD RAM  space. 
Global housekeeping variables are  maintained to keep track of the current  line/character  positions. 
These may be set or queried as required.

The virtual paging system runs along side the LCD to provide additional character handling 
capabilities.  If required, it can entirely replace the LCD's functions  using the LCD only as a dumb 
output device.  Regardless of whether virtual paging is in use, the basic LCD commands and operations 
are always available.  Care should be used when mixing the two, however.

Virtual Paging System Concept
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For example, if the virtual paging system issues a character shift and the application invokes its own 
LCD hardware shift  command the resulting output  may not  be as expected.   Practically  speaking, 
issuing conflicting commands would never  need to  be done.  That said, the aforementioned situation 
can be easily corrected by calling one of the refresh commands.

Generally speaking, functions that begin with LCD interact directly with the LCD's DD RAM, 
CG RAM and controller chip.  Functions beginning with Vpg manage the virtual paging system.  Refer 
to the  Listing of TLCD Functions (page 16)  to see an overview of all 45 functions  in the TLCD 
library.

Using TLCD Functions in an Application:

Before  TLCD  functions  can  be  called  from  within  an  application,  the  TLCD  header  file 
LumexLCD.h must be configured properly.  This was covered in the Installation Guide.  It is assumed 
the installation steps have been completed  and all edits to the header file are correct.  A successful 
build of the TLCD library needs to have occurred and the demo programs have run properly.  At this 
point, all the TLCD functions will be working and may be included within an application via the TLCD 
link library.

Within the application, the first function that must be called is Lmx_Init() which initializes the 
LCD, defines the TLCD environment, establishes LCD line windowing, turns on/off debugging and 
sets up  an  entry mode.  Make sure to provide a delay for the LCD's POR circuitry before any LCD 
related code is executed.  The delay can be anywhere from 30 to 500 milliseconds depending on how 
Vdd rises and the MCU resets itself.  Keep in mind that both the LCD and MCU are undergoing a 
parallel hardware reset (POR).  The safest way to handle this is by holding off  executing any LCD 
related code in the application and allowing the LCD to go through its POR first.  A call to Lmx_Init() 
can then issue a software reset of the LCD which overlays the hardware POR.  This ensures the LCD 
will be ready even if it didn't power down before the last MCU reset.  An example code snippet is 
below:

__delay_ms(500); /* Provide 30 - 500 milliseconds first. */
Lmx_Init(1, // LCD Window top line.

      2, // Height of window in physical lines.
      FALSE, // Turn off debugging numbers.
      TRUE); // Use top down entry mode.

LCD_RCputs(1, 1, “Hello World); /* Output a string to the LCD at line 1, column 1 */

The TLCD library supports LCDs with 1, 2 or more lines.  With LCDs of 2 or more lines, it is possible 
to partition the display into a window that the virtual paging system will use.  LCD lines outside this 
window can be written to via the LCD prefix functions.  Virtual page scrolling and shifting won't affect 
non window lines.  This may have some value if a fixed table header line were to be displayed with 
scrolling rows underneath.  Also in creating certain types of menus.  Parameters 1 and 2 above control 
the position and size of this window in physical LCD lines.  The above sets an entire 2 line LCD to the 
window.  The debugging numbers simply fill empty lines with a 2 digit line number.  This may help 
with debugging certain displays.  Keep this turned off for normal operation.
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Top down entry mode means characters will come in on the top line first.  A new line moves to 
the next line below and so forth.  This is the most common way to output lines to the LCD.  The bottom 
up entry mode will start characters coming in on the bottom line.  A new line moves to the next line 
above and so forth.  The macro LCDSET1 can be used to replace the 4 parameters.

Macros:

A selection of macros have been provided to make setting LCD parameters and modes a bit 
easier.  Some can be used to send non data commands to the LCD.  Others control how the TLCD 
software interprets the output.  The complete list of TLCD software macros is below:

DEBUGOFF - Do not fill virtual page buffer with line #'s 
DEBUGON - Fill virtual page buffer with line #'s 
ENTRYTOP - Text entry top down 
ENTRYBOT - Text entry bottom up 
CLEAROFF - Clear new lines 
CLEARON - Do not clear new lines 
TTYOFF - Teletype line scroll off 
TTYON - Teletype line scroll on 
AUTORFOFF - No LCD updates from VP 
AUTORFON - Refresh LCD after VP updates

A complete list of non data LCD command macros is below:

CLEARlcd - Clear entire display
HOMElcd - Home cursor and set AC=0
DISPLAYon - Turn on display
DISPLAYoff - Turn off display
CURSORon - Underline cursor on
CURSORoff - Underline cursor off
BBLOCKon - Blinking block cursor on
BBLOCKoff - Blinking block cursor off
SHIFTdrt - Shift entire display right
NSHIFTdrt - Only use with Shift_Rep() to repeat SHIFTdrt 
SHIFTdlf - Shift entire display left
NSHIFTdlf - Only use with Shift_Rep() to repeat SHIFTdlf
ENTRYcrt - Enter chars moving to right  AC=AC+1
ENTRYclf - Enter chars moving to left AC=AC-1
SHIFTdon - Character display shift on
SHIFTdoff - Character display shift off
SHIFTcrt - Shift line cursor right 
NSHIFTcrt - Only use with Shift_Rep() to repeat SHIFTcrt
SHIFTclf - Shift line cursor left
NSHIFTclf - Only use with Shift_Rep() to repeat SHIFTclf
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Macros are included within the application's source code like any other C statement.  To turn on 
the underline cursor, include the following macro:

CURSORon;

The 4 italicized macros above are used to repeat their corresponding functions.  These are the only 
exceptions to how macros are used.  The italicized macros are used only with the Shift_Rep() function 
as follows:

Shift_Rep(NSHIFTdrt, 5); /* Shift entire display 5 positions to the right */

The 4 italicized macros are reserved for this purpose and should only be used as the first argument of 
the  Shift_Rep()  function.   This may be helpful when issuing low level LCD commands from the 
application.  Normally this isn't required because the TLCD library provides a better set of functions to 
accomplish the same things.

The teletype mode macros TTYON and TTYOFF control how line overflows are dealt with.  If 
teletype mode is off, line overflows will wrap around to the first character of the same line.  If teletype 
mode is on, line overflows cause a new line to be generated.  The nth + 1 character outputs to the next  
line in column position one.  Where “n” equals the LCD's line length.  Usually 40 for most 16 x 2 
LCDs.

If the formatted output capabilities of printf() are required, use sprintf().  This function allows 
printing  its  contents  to a  buffer string  instead  of  the  standard  output  device.   Setting  the  macro 
sprintf_Buf_Size (located in LumexLCD.h) to a value will allocate a  global  character array named 
sprintf_BUF of the size (in bytes) specified in sprintf_Buf_Size.  Remember to add an extra byte for 
the NULL character that sprintf() will add to terminate the string.  The TLCD string functions can then 
be used to send sprintf_BUF to either the LCD or virtual page.  See examples below:

sprintf_Buf_Size 21 /* Allocate array of 21 bytes in LumexLCD.h */

sprintf(sprintf_BUF, “Hello World”); /* Output formatted string to buffer */
LCDSet_RC(1, 1); /* Goto line 1, column 1 */
LCD_puts(sprintf_BUF); /* Output string to LCD */

or

char buf80[81]; /* Define a local string buffer */

sprintf(buf80, “Hello World”); /* Load the string buffer */
LCDSet_RC(1, 1); /* Goto line 1, column 1 */
LCD_puts(buf80); /* Output the string to LCD */
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The LCD's DD RAM and virtual page buffer are separate and independent storage areas.  In other 
words, writing to one doesn't affect the other.  Also note that writing to the virtual page buffer won't 
display anything on the LCD either.  To accomplish this a call to LCD_Refresh() must be made.  This 
function refreshes the entire LCD's DD RAM from the virtual page buffer causing a visual change in 
the  display.   The  macros  AUTORFOFF and  AUTORFON control  whether  this  is  to  be  done 
automatically  or  not.   For  scrolling  and shifting  virtual  page  displays,  having the  refresh  handled 
automatically will save having to code a call to  LCD_Refresh() after each scroll or shift operation. 
Changes  made  directly  to  the  LCD's  DD RAM can  be  put  back  into  the  virtual  page  by  calling 
Vpg_Refresh().  No automatic updates are available for this direction.

In most applications using a virtual page, the virtual page would be considered the master and 
the  LCD DD RAM the  slave.   All  updates  would  occur  first  within  the  virtual  page  and  copied 
(afterwards) to the LCD's DD RAM.  This would keep the LCD current at all times.  Note that if the 
LCD is currently displaying virtual page lines 1 and 2, writing something to line 5 won't appear on the 
LCD until it is scrolled to line 5.  The same situation exists for outputting characters to that portion of a 
line that's outside the LCD's display space.  Shifting would be required to move the display space over 
the newly entered characters.  This may explain why output to certain lines appears to not be seen 
when, in fact, they are actually there.

Important System Variables:

The LCD's hardware doesn't allow reading back control and configuration information.  Three 
system  variables  LCD_Func,  LCD_Entry and  LCD_Ctrl are  maintained  to  hold  control  and 
configuration information.  Individual bit positions are set/cleared in each of these variable to form the 
commands which are sent to the LCD.  Refer to the LCD Instruction Set table in the Introduction on 
page 7 for command bit definitions.  The controller chip's data sheet will also have this information.  A 
brief summary of each variable is below:

LCD_Func - Controls data length, single/dual line and font.
LCD_Entry - Controls increment/decrement of AC and shift on/off.
LCD_Ctrl - Controls cursor/display shift and right/left shift direction.

These  variables  are  internal  to  the  TLCD  library  functions  and  shouldn't  be  needed  for  most 
applications.  They should not be modified directly by the application.  They can be read, however, to 
see how an LCD has been configured.  These variable are themselves the command bit patterns.  Any 
interaction with them will rarely be needed except under very special circumstances.

Initial Conditions:

The mandatory call to Lmx_Init() initializes the LCD and TLCD software system.  It performs 
a software initialization of the LCD.  See the controller chip's data sheet for how an LCD is reset via a 
sequence of commands issued from the application.  The list below shows what has been done during 
the initialization:
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What a Call to Lmx_Init() Does:

1) Physical LCD window position and height are set.
2) RS, RW and E control lines are set as output.
3) LCD data lines are set as output.
4) LCD font is selected.
5) LCD single/dual line mode is set.
6) Data length is set based on the TLCD library build.
7) The LCD is turned off.
8) The LCD DD RAM is cleared to blanks.
9) AC is set to increment (characters enter on left and progress right).
10) Display shift is turned off.
11) Blinking block cursor is turned off.
12) Underline cursor is turned off.
13) Home the LCD (set AC = 0).
14) Load LCD with custom character bit patterns if this feature is enabled.
15) Set debug mode and fill virtual page with line numbers if debug is on.
16) Set TLCD top down or bottom up entry mode.
17) Turn off clear new lines.
18) Turn on teletype mode.
19) Turn on auto refresh LCD from virtual page buffer.
20) Clear the LCD.
21) Clear the virtual page.
22) Home the virtual page (row and column pointers are set to 1).
23) Home the LCD (row and column pointers are set to 1).
24) Turn on the LCD.
25) Initialization is now completed.

Except for data length, single/dual line mode and font selection all the above can be changed within the 
application as required.

Row and Column Pointers:

A set of row and column pointers is  maintained in software for the LCD and virtual page. 
Internally physical line 1 and character position 1 are each 0 to accommodate the C array conventions. 
In the user application display space, line 1 is 1 and character position 1 is 1.  To move to the home 
position, calls would be made as follows:

LCDSet_RC(1, 1); /* Home the LCD */
VpgSet_RC(1, 1);  /* Home the virtual page */
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Custom Characters:

The LCD CG RAM permits 8 custom character bit definitions to be loaded (64 bytes).  These 
are referenced as character codes 0 – 7.  Writing this (0 - 7) to DD RAM will cause the corresponding 
bit  definition  to  be  displayed.   The  TLCD library  supports  this  feature  if  it  has  been  enabled  in 
LumexLCD.h  8 default characters have been defined which can be modified as required.  The table of 
custom  characters  is  at  the  end  of  Lumex.h  The  array  definition  and  initialization  code  are 
conditionally compiled if  CUSTOMCG is set to  TRUE.  The overhead for this is 64 bytes of data 
memory to hold the bit patterns and a small amount of initialization code.

Demo Programs:

Two well  commented demo programs have been included with  the  TLCD library  package. 
Refer to the source files for many examples of how the TLCD functions  can be used to create many 
types of displays from simple to complex.  The library functions have been designed to be easy to use 
and powerful.  The overhead to the application code is also minimal when using the library functions.

Interrupts:

In some cases interrupts that stop/start data flow to/from the LCD at arbitrary times can create 
problems.   The  Tianma  LCD  w/Novatek  NT7603  controller  had  problems  with  interrupts  in  the 
LCD_Busy() function  which  didn't  affect  the  Lumex  LCD w/Samsung  S6A0069 controller.   The 
Novatek problems were solved by protecting the LCD_Busy() code with two macros (INT_BOFF and 
INT_BON)   that  turn  interrupts  off  and  on.   Refer  to  LumexLCD.h for  the  details  and  coding 
examples if the application uses the Tianma LCD.

Virtual Page Size Limits:

In theory a virtual page can be of unlimited size.  In practical applications, however, memory 
availability  and the  maximum values  permitted  in  unsigned  variables  will  be  the  limiting  factors. 
These limitations shouldn't be a problem for the vast majority of applications.  The housekeeping row 
and column pointers are unsigned single byte variables.  This data type was chosen to increase the 
speed of arithmetic operations involving these pointers.  Scrolling and shifting function arguments that 
specify relative and absolute lines numbers and character shifts are also single byte variables.  These 
would limit  virtual  page dimensions to 255 rows by 255 characters  for a total  of 65,536 bytes  of 
storage.   An  exceeding  large  page  that  would  be  unnecessary  and  impractical  for  most  MCU 
applications.  Absolute line/character positioning would also be limited to 255.  Relative positioning 
would be limited to  values between -128 and +127.   These reflect  normal  single byte signed and 
unsigned arithmetic limits.

If an application requires greater magnitudes, the single byte variables will need to be replaced 
with 16 bit variables.  This should very rarely be the case for most applications.
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More Than 2 LCD Physical Lines:

The Hitachi compatible 16 x 2 line alphanumeric LCD is a very popular device.  The TLCD 
library supports this LCD and those greater than 2 lines.  The configuration parameter LCDMAXLN in 
LumexLCD.h sets this limit.  For most applications this will be set to 2.  That said, 1, 3, 4, 5 or 6 could 
be accommodated.  One consideration would be the LCD hardware command that sets the device to 
single or dual line mode.  Something that would be different for LCDs greater than 2 lines.  A table of 
DD RAM addresses (array variable LCD_LnAddr[] in LumexLCD.h) for the first character in each 
line  has  been  included  to  manage  read/write  control  of  the  address  counter.   In  the  default 
configuration, positions 1 and 2 of this table have been set to 0x00 and 0x40 respectively.  This is an 
informal standard for the Hitachi 16 x 2 LCDs.  Make sure to populate this table with the proper DD 
RAM addresses for lines 3 or more.  Each line must have an address so the first character can be 
located within the DD RAM space.  If there are any hardware command implications for setting the 
device's DD RAM address these must be addressed as well.  Hitachi compatible displays provide 7 bits 
for this address.  And the hardware command within the TLCD library is built around this format.  All 
the functions that build these LCD commands can be found in LCD_IO.c  Change and modify if and 
as required to accommodate LCDs larger than 2 lines.
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Alphabetical Listing of TLCD Functions: (Details in function reference)

Go_LCD LCD hardware command handler.
LCD_Busy Read busy bit (DB7). 
LCD_Clear Clear the entire LCD. 
LCD_ClrLn Clear specified LCD line.
LCD_Get Receive a data byte from LCD. 
LCDGet_RC Get LCD row/column position. 
LCD_Home Home the LCD row/column pointers. 
LCD_LSlide Animated character slide from the left. 
LCD_NewLn LCD new line advance. 
LCD_Put Send command/data byte to LCD. 
LCD_putc Output a character to the LCD at the current row/column.
LCD_puts Output a character string to the LCD at the current row/column.
LCD_RCputc Output a character to the LCD at the specified row/column. 
LCD_RCputs Output a string to the LCD at specified row/column. 
LCD_ReadAC Read the LCD's address counter (AC). 
LCD_ReadRAM Read data from either the LCD's DD or CG RAM. 
LCD_Refresh Refresh LCD DDRAM from virtual page. 
LCD_RShift1n Horizontal shift an LCD row n chars.
LCD_RSlide Animated character slide from the right.
LCD_Sdw Scroll LCD 1 line down w/wrap. 
LCDSet_RC Set LCD row/column position. 
LCD_Sup Scroll LCD 1 line up w/wrap. 
LCD_WriteRAM Write data to either the LCD DD or CG RAM.
Lmx_DataLen Set data length to LCDDLEN (4 or 8 bits). 
Lmx_Init Initialize the LCD and entire display system. 
ScrollA_Win Virtual page (window) absolute vertical scroll. 
ScrollR_Win Virtual page (window) relative vertical scroll. 
Set_CGRAM Set character generator RAM address. 
Set_DDRAM Set data display RAM address. 
Shift_Rep Perform an LCD hardware shift s times. 
ShiftA_Win Virtual page (window) absolute horizontal shift. 
ShiftR_Win Virtual page (window) relative horizontal shift. 
Vpg_Clear Clear the virtual page buffer to blanks. 
Vpg_ClrLn Clear specified virtual page line. 
Vpg_getc Get a character from the virtual page at current row/column. 
VpgGet_RC Get virtual page row/column position. 
Vpg_Home Home the virtual page row/column pointers. 
Vpg_NewLn Virtual page new line advance.
Vpg_putc Output a character to the virtual page at the current row/column. 
Vpg_puts Output a character string to the virtual page at current row/column. 
Vpg_RCputc Output a character to the virtual page at specified row/column. 
Vpg_RCputs Output a character string to the virtual page at specified row/column.
Vpg_Refresh Refresh the virtual page from LCD DD RAM. 
Vpg_RShift1n Horizontal shift a virtual page row n chars.
VpgSet_RC Set current virtual page position to specified row/column.
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Categorical Listing of TLCD Functions: (Details in function reference)

INITIALIZATION Lmx_DataLen - Set data length to LCDDLEN (4 or 8 bits). 
Lmx_Init - Initialize the LCD and entire display system. 

HARDWARE Go_LCD - LCD hardware command handler.
(Low level LCD_Busy - Read busy bit (DB7). 
 functions) LCD_Get - Receive a data byte from LCD.

LCD_Put - Send command/data byte to LCD.
LCD_ReadAC - Read the LCD's address counter (AC). 
LCD_ReadRAM - Read data from either the LCD's DD or CG RAM.
LCD_WriteRAM - Write data to either the LCD DD or CG RAM.  
Set_CGRAM - Set character generator RAM address. 
Set_DDRAM - Set data display RAM address. 

STRING LCD_puts - Output a character string to LCD at current row/column.
HANDLING LCD_RCputs - Output a character string to LCD at specified 

   row/column. 
Vpg_puts - Output a character string to the virtual page at current

   row/column. 
Vpg_RCputs - Output a character string to the virtual page at specified

   row/column.

CHARACTER LCD_putc - Output a character to the LCD at the current row/
HANDLING    column.

LCD_RCputc - Output a character to the LCD at the specified row/
   column.

Vpg_putc - Output a character to the virtual page at the current 
   row/column.

 Vpg_RCputc - Output a character to the virtual page at the specified
   row/column.

Vpg_getc - Get a character from the virtual page at the current 
   row/column. 

POSITIONING LCD_Home - Home the LCD row/column pointers. 
LCDGet_RC - Get LCD current row/column position.
LCDSet_RC - Set LCD current row/column position.
VpgGet_RC - Get virtual page row/column position.
Vpg_Home - Home the virtual page row/column pointers. 
VpgSet_RC - Set current virtual page position to specified row/column.

CLEARING LCD_Clear - Clear the entire LCD to blanks. 
LCD_ClrLn - Clear specified LCD line to blanks.
Vpg_Clear - Clear the virtual page buffer to blanks. 
Vpg_ClrLn - Clear specified virtual page line to blanks. 
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Categorical Listing of TLCD Functions (Continued):
(Details in function reference)

SCROLLING/ LCD_RShift1n - Horizontal shift an LCD row n chars.
SHIFTING LCD_Sdw - Scroll LCD 1 line down w/wrap. 

LCD_Sup - Scroll LCD 1 line up w/wrap.
ScrollA_Win - Virtual page (window) absolute vertical scroll. 
ScrollR_Win - Virtual page (window) relative vertical scroll.
ShiftA_Win - Virtual page (window) absolute horizontal shift. 
ShiftR_Win - Virtual page (window) relative horizontal shift. 

  Vpg_RShift1n - Horizontal shift a virtual page row n chars.

NEWLINE LCD_NewLn - LCD new line advance. 
Vpg_NewLn - Virtual page new line advance.

DATA LCD_Refresh - Refresh LCD DDRAM from virtual page. 
MOVEMENT Vpg_Refresh - Refresh the virtual page from LCD DD RAM.

SPECIAL LCD_LSlide - Animated character slide from the left.
LCD_RSlide - Animated character slide from the right.
Shift_Rep - Perform LCD hardware shift s times. 
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TLCD Function Dependencies:

Function Name What function(s) it calls
---------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Go_LCD* - LCD_Put, LCD_Busy
LCD_Busy* - LCD_Get
LCD_Clear - LCDGet_RC, LCD_ClrLn, LCDSet_RC
LCD_ClrLn - LCDGet_RC, LCDSet_RC, LCD_WriteRAM
LCD_Get* - None
LCDGet_RC - None
LCD_Home - LCDSet_RC
LCD_LSlide - LCDGet_RC, LCD_RCputc, LCDSet_RC
LCD_NewLn - LCD_ClrLn
LCD_Put* - None
LCD_putc** - LCD_NewLn, LCDSet_RC, LCD_WriteRAM
LCD_puts** - LCD_putc
LCD_RCputc - LCDSet_RC, LCD_putc
LCD_RCputs - LCDSet_RC, LCD_puts
LCD_ReadAC* - LCD_Get
LCD_ReadRAM* - LCD_Get, LCD_Busy
LCD_Refresh - LCDGet_RC, LCDSet_RC, LCD_WriteRAM
LCD_RShift1n - LCDGet_RC, LCDSet_RC, LCD_ReadRAM, LCDSet_RC, LCD_WriteRAM
LCD_RSlide - LCDGet_RC, LCD_RCputc, LCDSet_RC
LCD_Sdw - LCDSet_RC, LCD_ReadRAM, LCD_WriteRAM
LCDSet_RC - Set_DDRAM
LCD_Sup - LCDSet_RC, LCD_ReadRAM, LCD_WriteRAM
LCD_WriteRAM* - LCD_Put, LCD_Busy
Lmx_DataLen - None
Lmx_Init - Lmx_DataLen, LCD_Go***, Set_CGRAM, LCD_WriteRAM, Vpg_Clear,

   LCD_Clear, Vpg_Home, LCD_Home
ScrollA_Win - LCD_Refresh
ScrollR_Win - LCD_Refresh
Set_CGRAM* - LCD_Put, LCD_Busy
Set_DDRAM* - LCD_Put, LCD_Busy
Shift_Rep - Go_LCD
ShiftA_Win - LCD_Refresh
ShiftR_Win - LCD_Refresh

* Function found in source file LCD_IO.c
** Function found in source file LCD_Chars.c
*** Called via command macros.

All functions can be found in the source files that correspond to their name.  For example, LCD_Clear 
is located in LCD_Clear.c  Exceptions are noted with an asterisk (*).
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TLCD Function Dependencies (Continued):

Function Name What function(s) it calls
---------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Vpg_Clear - VpgGet_RC, Vpg_ClrLn, LCD_Refresh, VpgSet_RC
Vpg_ClrLn - VpgGet_RC, VpgSet_RC, LCD_Refresh
Vpg_getc - None
VpgGet_RC - None
Vpg_Home - VpgSet_RC, LCD_Refresh
Vpg_NewLn - None
Vpg_putc* - Vpg_NewLn
Vpg_puts* - Vpg_putc
Vpg_RCputc - VpgSet_RC, Vpg_putc
Vpg_RCputs - VpgSet_RC, Vpg_puts
Vpg_Refresh - LCDGet_RC, LCDSet_RC, LCD_ReadRAM
Vpg_RShift1n - VpgGet_RC, VpgSet_RC, Vpg_putc, LCD_Refresh
VpgSet_RC - None

* Function found in source file Vpg_Chars.c

All functions can be found in the source files that correspond to their name.  For example, Vpg_Clear is 
located in Vpg_Clear.c  Exceptions are noted with an asterisk (*).
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FUNCTION
REFERENCE
Detailed information about each TLCD function for the software engineer.
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FUNCTION REFERENCE – TLCD Library

cmd – Dispatch number of LCD command to create.  (1 <= cmd <= 21)

Go_LCD(2);

The above will build the LCD command (#2 by convention here) and issue it to clear the 
entire display.

Detailed Description:

Issue instructions to the LCD that simply set/clear bits.  These allow various configurations 
and modes to be easily established.  Most require a 40 uS delay but two require more time.  This is  
handled  within  the  function  by  interrogating  the  LCD's  busy  bit.   Three global  variables 
(LCD_Func,  LCD_Entry and LCD_Ctrl) retain the bit patterns that control configurations/modes 
since you can't read these back from the LCD.  A simple approach is taken here using a "switch" 
construct to steer flow into the specific commands based on a single parameter (cmd) passed to this 
function.  Macros have been setup to use for issuing non data hardware commands instead of a 
coded function call.  The above example can be coded as follows using a macro:

CLEARlcd; /* A macro used to clear the LCD */

This function (or a macro) communicates directly with the display and thus it is at the lowest level. 
Other more powerful functions are built off the basic operations contained herein.  Bit patterns for 
the LCD commands are retained here as hex constants.   These have been setup for the Hitachi 
HD44780U and Samsung S6A0069 controller chips.  Other displays not conforming to this protocol 
will  require  changes  to  this  function.   Note  that  global  static  variables  retain  set  bits  to  satisfy 
command structure. Altering these bits will cause commands to not function properly.  You will find 
these as initializers to global variable in LumexLCD.h

Dispatch numbers 1, 8, 9, 10 and 11 are spares and can be used for additional or alternate 
commands. 

LCD – Hardware Command Handler

void Go_LCD(unsigned char cmd);



FUNCTION REFERENCE – TLCD Library

Return 1 if LCD is busy processing a command, 0 if ready for the next command.

LCD_Busy();

Reads the LCD's busy flag.

Detailed Description:

Read the status of the BF (DB7) and return as a 0 or 1.  A 1 indicates busy and 0 indicates 
ready for next instruction.  This function is the same as LCD_ReadAC() except it doesn't return the 
address counter value (AC bits DB6-DB0).  These bits are ignored by shifting them out.  To solve a 
read problem with the Tianma display, the LCD_E line was brought high entering this routine.

For Tianma LCDs using the Novatek controller protecting the code in this function might be 
necessary.   Macros  INT_BOFF and  INT_BON have been provided for this  purpose.   Refer  to 
LumexLCD.h for details and coding examples.

LCD – Hardware Low Level

unsigned char LCD_Busy(void);



FUNCTION REFERENCE – TLCD Library

LCD_Clear();

The above clears the entire LCD display.  The row and column positions remain as they were 
before the clear.

Detailed Description:

Clears the entire LCD by writing blanks into the data display RAM.  Note that the line count 
is taken from the predefined  LCDMAXLN parameter.  This simply calls  LCD_ClrLn() for each 
line in the display. The row and column positions are saved and restored by this function.  The cursor 
will display only if it is turned on.

LCD – Clearing (full display)

void LCD_Clear(void);



FUNCTION REFERENCE – TLCD Library

row – Row number (line) to clear. (1 <= row <= LCDMAXLN)

LCD_ClrLn(2);

Clears the entire specified line 2 within the LCD.

Detailed Description:

Clear the specified line on the LCD by writing blanks into the data display RAM.  Note that 
the blank count is taken from the predefined LCDPLEN parameter.  Variable "row" is the same as 
the line number (1->LCDMAXLN).  Over values of row are set to the last line in the LCD.  Under 
values of row are set to line 1.  The current values for the row and column pointers are not changed.

LCD – Clearing (single line)

void LCD_ClrLn(unsigned char row);



FUNCTION REFERENCE – TLCD Library

rs – Register selection control line (0 or 1).
rw – Read/Write control line (0 or 1).
Returns the character stored in the LCD's DD or CG RAM.

char = LCD_Get(0, 1); /* Get a data byte */

Perform a  read  of  the  LCD's  DD or  CG RAM at  the  current  value  of  the  AC (address 
counter).  Store this in variable  char.  This is a low level function used primarily by the TLCD 
function and shouldn't need to be called by the application.

Detailed Description:

There are 2 versions of LCD_Get() to handle reading LCD RAM.  One works for 4 bit data 
length and the other in 8 bit data length. At the function call level, they do the exact same thing.  4 
bit ports read two nibbles one after the other.  The high order nibble is read first. 8 bit ports read 1  
byte all at once.  The correct function version (4 or 8 bit) will be conditionally compiled based on the 
setting of LCDDLEN as defined in Lumex.h  A call to SET_CGRAM() or SET_DDRAM() needs 
to be made before the read to establish which RAM is being read and at what position.  The read will 
cause  an  automatic  increment/decrement  of  the  AC.  See  source  file  LCD_IO.c to  locate  this 
function.

LCD – Hardware Low Level

unsigned char LCD_Get(unsigned char rs, unsigned char rw);



FUNCTION REFERENCE – TLCD Library

r – Pointer to the row variable to receive value .
c – Pointer to the column variable to receive value .

Returns current value of the row and column pointers (1 <= r <= LCDMAXLN), (1 <= c <= 
LCDPLEN).

LCDGet_RC(&row, &col);

Return the current values of the row and column variables pointed to by variables r and c in 
the function call.  (1 <= row <= MAXLCDLN), (1 <= col <= LCDPLEN).

Detailed Description:

Get the TLCD row and column positions for the LCD module.  This allows recovering the 
current character position from the global  housekeeping  variables that hold the row and column 
values.   Note  that  user  row  and  column  values  are  one  greater  than  the  TLCD  housekeeping 
variables  that  store  positioning information.   In  other  words,  user  row 1 is  0  and user  column 
position  1  is  0  in the  global  variables.   C  arrays  begin  at  zero.   This  function  compliments 
LCDSet_RC() and both use the same value  conventions.  Manipulating row and column values 
should be done through these functions to maintain consistency and avoid display problems.  See 
source file LCDSet_RC.c for more details. 

This function expects the address of the parameters r and c to be passed.  In that way the 
function can update those in the calling program to reflect the current LCD_Row and LCD_Col. 

The global variables can be manipulated directly but care should be used when doing so. 
This approach is not recommended.

LCD - Positioning

void LCDGet_RC(unsigned char *r, unsigned char *c);



FUNCTION REFERENCE – TLCD Library

LCD_Home();

Issue a home command to the LCD hardware and update all housekeeping variables in the 
TLCD system.  

Detailed Description:

Home function for the LCD.  Return the LCD AC, row and column pointers to their home 
positions.  Values depend on how the TLCD entry mode is set.  Top down entry will return pointers 
to the top left column (1,1).  Bottom up entry will return pointers to the bottom left.  This means 
within  the  physical  displayable  lines  of  the  device.   The  top  line  is  1  and  the  last  line  is 
LCDMAXLN.  Note the LCD and cursor shift values are also set to zero.  If LCD and virtual page 
functions are used together, care must be taken to ensure neither interferes with the other.  Data is 
moved between the LCD and virtual page by LCD_Refresh() and Vpg_Refresh().  The LCD home 
does not change anything in the virtual paging system.

LCD - Positioning

void LCD_Home(void);



FUNCTION REFERENCE – TLCD Library

p – Pointer to character string to output.
spd – Animation speed. (1 <= spd <= 10)
row – Row/line receiving output. (1 <= row <= LCDMAXLN)

LCD_LSlide(“Hello World”, 5, 1);

Slides the character string “Hello World” in from the left one character at a time with a speed 
of 5.

Detailed Description:

This is a novelty function that allows a bit of creativity with displaying chars on the LCD.  It 
slides a string of characters in from the left filling the display from right to left.  String lengths less  
than or equal to LCDLLEN can be displayed.  Blanks are padded at the end of the LCD line (right 
side) for strings less than  LCDLLEN in length.  So this function operates on the entire LCD line 
(1->LCDLLEN) all the time.  Make sure not to confuse LCDLLEN with LCDPLEN.  The latter 
referring to the LCD's DD RAM line length.  The speed is controlled by setting 1 <= spd <= 10.  It's 
an artibrary measure that sets loop iterations which control how fast the animation plays.  1 is slow 
and 10 is fast.  This avoids having to configure a MCU delay function.  The speed here will be 
dependent on clock speed and works well for 32MHz clocks.  Adjust loop iterations as required for 
different clock speeds.  row selects the display row (1 <= row <= LCDMAXLN).  LCD must be set 
so  character  position  1  is  displayed  at  extreme  left  for  the  slide  animation  to  work  properly. 
Depending on the LCD model being used, the visual effects will vary.  Some LCDs may create a 
more attractive slide than others.

An LCD_RSlide() function is also available which operates in reverse.

LCD – Special Character Handling

void LCD_LSlide(char *p, unsigned long spd, unsigned char row);



FUNCTION REFERENCE – TLCD Library

LCD_NewLn();

Issue a new line operation on the LCD.  This function is primarily  an internal operation 
invoked by  the  character  TLCD  handling  functions.   Direct  calls  to  this  from  the  application 
shouldn't be necessary except under special circumstances.  

Detailed Description:

Called when an LCD line gets full  and/or when a new line (\n) is encountered.   Simply 
advance to the next line and return to character position 1.  If the last line becomes full or a new line  
is encountered when writing to the last line, the LCD rolls around if teletype mode is set.  Otherwise 
the line wraps around on itself.  Wrap is inverted when the entry mode selects bottom up entry. Entry 
mode causes lines to fill in either direction (up/dn).

LCD – New Line Generation

void LCD_NewLn(void);



FUNCTION REFERENCE – TLCD Library

byte – The 8 bit data byte or command to send to the LCD hardware.
rs – Register selection control line (0 or 1).
rw – Read/Write control line (0 or 1).

LCD_Put(0, 0, 0x01); /* Send a command byte */
LCD_Put(1, 0, 0x01); /* Send a data byte */

The example above sends 0x10 (00000001) to the LCD's data lines.  Depending on the state 
of the RS, RW and E lines, this sends either data or commands.  This is a low level function used by 
the TLCD functions.  Applications shouldn't need to call this function.

Detailed Description:

There are 2 versions of LCD_Put() to handle writing to the LCD hardware.  One works for 4 
bit data length and the other in 8 bit data length. At the function call level, they do the exact same  
thing.  4 bit ports write two nibbles one after the other.  The high order nibble is written first. 8 bit 
ports  write 1  byte  all  at  once.   The correct  function  version  (4  or  8  bit)  will  be  conditionally 
compiled based on the setting of LCDDLEN as defined in Lumex.h  A call to SET_CGRAM() or 
SET_DDRAM() needs to be made before the write to establish which RAM is being written to and 
at what position.  The write will cause an automatic increment/decrement of the AC.  The state of the 
RS,  RW and  E  lines  will  determine  whether  the  byte  is  data  or  a  command.   See  source  file 
LCD_IO.c to locate this function.

LCD – Hardware Low Level

void LCD_Put(unsigned char rs, unsigned char rw, unsigned char byte);



FUNCTION REFERENCE – TLCD Library

c – Character to send to the LCD.

LCD_putc('C');

Sends the character 'C' to the LCD at the current row and column position.

Detailed Description:

Output a single character to the LCD's DDRAM at the position indicated by LCD_Row and 
LCD_Col (the current position).  Physical character position 1 for the 1st LCD line is AC=0.  The 
first character addresses of additional lines are mapped from the table  LCD_LnAddr[].  Logical 
settings of row and column set by  SetLCD_RC() assume the top line is 1 and the first character 
position is 1.  If the macro CLEARon is executed, new lines will be cleared.  Otherwise previous 
text  remains.   If  the  macro  TTYon is  executed,  characters  will  wrap  around  to  the  next  line. 
Otherwise  characters  will  wrap  around  on  the  same  line.   Character  matching  LCD_NL1 or 
LCD_NL2 (new line symbols) will cause a new line to be generated.  A special case comes up when 
a full line is received (LCDPLEN chars) and a new line symbol is  the LCDPLEN+1  character. 
This would cause two new lines, one from the full line and a second from the new line symbol.  To 
avoid this, the last character is printed which fills the line less any new lines.  No action is taken until 
the next character (LCDPLEN+1) is received.  A printable character or new line symbol will cause 
only 1 new line to be issued.  The new line symbol will be swallowed while all other characters go to 
the LCD.  This function can be found in source file LCD_Chars.c for more details.

LCD – Character Handling

void LCD_putc(unsigned char c);



FUNCTION REFERENCE – TLCD Library

p -  Pointer to the null terminated string to output to the LCD.

LCD_puts(“Hello World”);

Output the string “Hello World” to the LCD at the current row and column position.

Detailed Description:

This function receives a pointer to a string.  Characters are extracted one at a time via a loop 
until the NULL character is encountered.  Repeated calls to LCD_putc() pass the single characters 
to the LCD for display starting at the current cursor position.  Handling of new lines (\n) and/or line  
length overruns are processed within the character function LCD_putc().  Function LCD_puts() can 
be found in source file LCD_Chars.c for more details.

LCD – String Handling

void LCD_puts(char *p);



FUNCTION REFERENCE – TLCD Library

row – Row (line #) to output the character (1 <= row <= LCDMAXLN).
col – Column position to output the character (1 <= col <= LCDPLEN).
c – Character to output.

LCD_RCputc(1, 1, 'X');

Outputs an 'X' to the LCD at line 1 character position 1.

Detailed Description:

Output a single character to the LCD at the specified row and column position.  Position 
values are as follows:  1 <= row <= LCDMAXLN, 1 <= col <= LCDLLEN .  This is a convenience 
function that simply calls the position function LCDSet_RC() followed by the LCD output function 
LCD_putc().  Using this may save a few lines of code for certain applications.  This function will  
update the global variables LCD_Row and LCD_Col (the current position) as well as the LCD's DD 
RAM address  (AC).   The LCD hardware  will  increment/decrement  the  AC depending how it's 
configured.

LCD – Character Handling

void LCD_RCputc(unsigned char row, unsigned char col, unsigned char c);



FUNCTION REFERENCE – TLCD Library

row – Row (line #) to output the character (1 <= row <= LCDMAXLN).
col – Column position to output the character (1 <= col <= LCDPLEN).
p – Pointer to the null terminated string to output.

LCD_RCputs(1, 1, “Hello World”);

Output the character string “Hello World” to the LCD at line 1 and character position 1.

Detailed Description:

Output a character  string  to the LCD at the specified row and column position.  Position 
values are as follows:  1 <= row <= LCDMAXLN, 1 <= col <= LCDLLEN .  This is a convenience 
function that simply calls the position function  LCDSet_RC() followed by the LCD string  output 
function  LCD_puts().   Using this  may save a few lines  of code for  certain applications.   This  
function will update the global variables LCD_Row and LCD_Col (the current position) as well as 
the LCD's DD RAM address (AC).  The LCD hardware will increment/decrement the AC depending 
how it's configured.

LCD – String Handling

void LCD_RCputs(unsigned char row, unsigned char col, char *p);



FUNCTION REFERENCE – TLCD Library

Returns the current LCD address counter value (7 bits).

ac = LCD_ReadAC();

Set  variable  ac equal  to  the LCD's  current  address counter  value.   No changes occur  to 
address counter as a result of this read.

Detailed Description:

Read the contents of the address counter (AC reg) and return as a single byte.  Note that 
character position 1 is AC=0.  This value is derived from only 7 bits DB6-DB0.  This function is the 
same as LCD_Busy() except it doesn't return the BF bit.  This bit is ignored by masking it off.  This  
function is found in source file LCD_IO.c

LCD – Hardware Low Level

unsigned char LCD_ReadAC(void);



FUNCTION REFERENCE – TLCD Library

Returns the DD or CG RAM value pointed to by the LCD's address counter.

byte = LCD_ReadRAM();

Read the LCD's DD or CG RAM data byte pointed to by the address counter (AC).  A read 
will cause the address counter to increment or decrement following the read.

Detailed Description:

Read the LCD's DD or CG RAM data byte pointed to by the address counter (AC).  A read 
will  cause the address  counter  to  increment  or  decrement  following the read.   Which operation 
depends  on  which  way  the  LCD's  I/D  bit  has  been  set.   A call  to  either  Set_DDRAM() or 
Set_CGRAM() before the call to  LCD_ReadRAM() is required to  set both the RAM bank and 
address.  Failing to make this call will result in reading a data byte of unknown origin.  This function 
is found in source file LCD_IO.c

LCD – Hardware Low Level 

unsigned char LCD_ReadRAM(void);



FUNCTION REFERENCE – TLCD Library

nchr – The number of characters to refresh starting at character position 1.  This is normally set
 to LCDPLEN.

LCD_Refresh(LCDPLEN);

Refresh the entire LCD's DD RAM covering the active window from the virtual page buffer.

Details Description:

This function is the inverse of Vpg_Refresh().  It moves characters out of the virtual page 
buffer and into the LCD window.  Call this as required after an update to the virtual page.  The LCD 
window has a line height of 1->LCDMAXLN and a physical top line position of 1->LCDMAXLN. 
This allows more flexible display of information.  For example, a fixed message line and those that  
can be scrolled within a window through the virtual page system. 

Shifting is also compensated for here if enabled.  The global variable Vpg_Shift keeps track 
of where the LCD's window is positioned within the virtual page buffer.  Thus the LCD's active  
window  lines  will  get  updated  from the  proper  characters  in  the  virtual  page  buffer.   nchr = 
Normally equals  LCDPLEN unless  LCD_Refresh() is called by a virtual page function that does 
horizontal shifting.  In this case nchr is set to the number of displayable characters.  A value usually 
less than a LCD line's DD RAM positions. 

This function also outputs characters directly to the LCD to cause changes in the virtual page 
buffer to display.

LCD – Data Movement

void LCD_Refresh(unsigned char nchr)



FUNCTION REFERENCE – TLCD Library

row – LCD row (line #) to perform the shift on (1 <= row <= LCDMAXLN).
n – Number of character positions to shift row (0 <= |n| <= LCDPLEN-1).

 LCD_RShift1n(1, 5)

Shift LCD row 1 (line #1) 5 positions to the left.  Using a minus sign with n (-5) would shift 
the row to the right.

Detailed Description:

Shift the specified row n characters to the left(+) or right(-).  This acts directly on the LCD 
DD RAM so two symmetrical copy routines have been written.  This makes the right and left shifts 
look identical within the display.  In other words, characters will ripple through the display equally. 
Something visible only with large shift amounts.  A simple approach is taken here.  The inner loop 
shifts characters 1 position left/right.  Multiple shifts are controlled by the outer loop.  Characters 
will wrap around within their line which is similar to how the LCD hardware shift works.  The LCD 
row and column pointers are not changed by the shifting.  This function can be used for horizontal  
scrolling of messages longer than the LCD's window. 

1 <= row <= LCDMAXLN Row number 
0 <= |n| <= LCDPLEN-1 Shift amount

LCD – Scrolling/Shifting

void LCD_RShift1n(unsigned char row, char n);
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p – Pointer to character string to output.
spd – Animation speed. (1 <= spd <= 10)
row – Row/line receiving output. (1 <= row <= LCDMAXLN)

LCD_RSlide(“Hello World”, 5, 1);

Slides the character string “Hello World” in from the  right one character at a time with a 
speed of 5.

Detailed Description:

This is a novelty function that allows a bit of creativity with displaying chars on the LCD.  It 
slides a string of characters in from the right filling the display from left to right.  String lengths less  
than or equal to  LCDLLEN can be display.  Blanks are padded at the end of the LCD line (right 
side) for strings less than  LCDLLEN in length.  So this function operates on the entire LCD line 
(1->LCDLLEN) all the time.  The speed is controlled by setting 1 <= spd <= 10.  It's an artibrary 
measure that sets loop iterations which control how fast the animation plays.  1 is slow and 10 is fast. 
This avoids having to configure a MCU delay function.  The speed here will be dependent on clock 
speed and works well  for 32MHz clocks.   Adjust  loop iterations as required for different clock 
speeds.  row selects the display row (1 <= row <= LCDMAXLN).  LCD must be set so character 
position 1 is displayed at extreme left for the slide animation to work properly.  Depending on the 
LCD model being used, the visual effects will vary.  Some LCDs may create a more attractive slide 
than others.

An LCD_LSlide() function is also available which operates in reverse.

LCD – Special Character Handling

void LCD_RSlide(char *p, unsigned long spd, unsigned char row);
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LCD_Sdw();

Scroll the LCD vertically 1 line down w/wrap.

Detailed Description:

Scroll  the  LCD text  1  line  down with  wrap around.   This  is  done by copying  last  line 
(LCDMAXLN) characters to variable temp so they can be used for line 1.  Triggering for this logic 
is by sensing when "row" equals LCDMAXLN.  Line 1 chars then come from variable temp when 
"row" equals LCDMAXLN.  Interior lines are simply a copy of "row-1" chars to "row" chars.  The 
loop structure puts the column values as the outer iteration.  This is done to allow a single variable 
(temp) to serve as intermediate character storage.  Otherwise storage for an entire line would be 
required.  By using these functions (scroll up and down) with the clear line function, simple feed in 
scrolling displays can be created. 

This function acts on the LCD directly and is not part of the more powerful virtual page 
functions.  Function  LCD_ClrLn() should be used to clear the feed in line as required.  Function 
LCD_Sup() is the inverse scroll operation.

LCD – Scrolling/Shifting

void LCD_Sdw(void);
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r – Row (line #) to set the LCD current position to (1 <= r <= LCDMAXLN).
c – Column to set the LCD current position to (1 <= c <= LCDPLEN).

LCDSet_RC(1, 1);

Set the LCD current position to row 1 and column 1.  The next character to output will go to 
this location.

Detailed Description:

Set  the  row  and  column  positions  for  the  LCD  module.   This  allows  addressing  each 
individual character in the display through the AC register.  This is one linear buffer that is divided 
up  into  logical  lines  by  the  hardware.   The  hardware  break  points  are  contained  in  array 
LCD_LnAddr[].   A mapping  function  converts  the  row/column  values  into  the  effective  AC 
address.  1 <= r <= LCDMAXLN, 1 <= c <= LCDPLEN.  The top line left most character position 
is AC = 0.  For a Hitachi 2 x 16 LCDs with line extension the available LCD DD RAM characters 
per line is 40.  Row values in excess of LCDMAXLN will be capped to LCDMAXLN.  A row of 
zero will be set to 1.  Column values are capped off in the same way to  LCDPLEN.  The line 
mapping between user row values and the LCD DDRAM effective address for each line is handled 
by displacements in the table LCD_LnAddr[].  See LumexLCD.h for those values.  Note that the 
beginning DD RAM addresses for character 1 of each line aren't contiguous.  The housekeeping 
variables LCD_Row and LCD_Col start at 0.  These are internal and shouldn't need to be accessed 
directly by the application.  Use calls to LCDSet_RC() and LCDGet_RC() to manage positioning.

LCD – Positioning

void LCDSet_RC(unsigned char r, unsigned char c);
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LCD_Sup();

Scroll the LCD vertically 1 line up w/wrap.

Detailed Description:

Scroll the LCD text 1 line up with wrap around.  This is done by copying line 1 characters to  
variable temp so they can be used for the last line (LCDMAXLN).  Triggering for this logic is by 
sensing when "row" equals 1.  The last line's characters then come from variable temp when "row" 
equals LCDMAXLN.  Interior lines are simply a copy of "row+1" chars to "row" characters.  The 
loop structure puts the column values as the outer iteration.  This is done to allow a single variable 
(temp) to serve as intermediate char storage.  Otherwise storage for an entire line would be required.  
By using these functions (scrolling up and down) with the clear line function, simple feed in displays 
can be created. 

This function acts on the LCD directly and is not part of the more powerful virtual page 
functions.  Function  LCD_ClrLn() should be used to clear the feed in line as required. Function 
LCD_Sdw() is the inverse scroll operation.

LCD – Scrolling/Shifting

void LCD_Sup(void);
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c – Data byte to write to the LCD's DD or CG RAM at the location pointed to by the LCD's address
      counter.

LCD_WriteRAM('X');

Write an X to the LCD's DD or CG RAM at the address pointed to by the address counter 
(AC).  A write will cause the address counter to increment or decrement following the write.

Detailed Description:

Write to the LCD's DD or CG RAM at the address pointed to by the address counter (AC).  A 
write will cause the address counter to increment or decrement following the write.  Which operation 
depends  on  which  way  the  LCD's  I/D  bit  has  been  set.   A call  to  either  Set_DDRAM() or 
Set_CGRAM() before the call to  LCD_WriteRAM() is required to  set both the RAM bank and 
address.  Failing to make this call will result in  a data byte being written to a  possible unknown 
location.  This function is found in source file LCD_IO.c

LCD – Hardware Low Level

void LCD_WriteRAM(unsigned char c);
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Lmx_DataLen();

Set the LCD data length to 4 bits.  Hardware port wiring must support this.  This function 
becomes part of the TLCD library build and shouldn't be called by the application.

Detailed Description:

The Lumex/Tianma (Hitachi compatible) LCDs can receive data bytes as 1 I/O operation of 8 
bits wide or as 2 sequential I/O operations of 4 bits wide each.  LCDDLEN has been defined in 
LumexLCD.h specifically for establishing which data length (8 or 4 bits) will be used throughout 
the system.  This isn't dynamic and needs to be set to 8 or 4 when the library of routines is built.  The 
default power up state of the LCD is 8 bit mode.  In 4 bit systems, the lower 4 data lines can be held 
at 0 (grounded) or DB2, DB3 can be adjusted to initialize the LCD for a specific font and line count. 
When the LCD is powered up is it in 8 bit mode by default.  The first instruction that changes the 
data length to 4 bits will need a hardwired LSN for proper initialization.  In this way a 4 bit LCD can 
power up in 8 bit mode and receive the single 8 bit instruction required to change it over to a 4 bit  
wide data path with proper initialization. 

From here forward the upper 4 pins of the I/O lines are used.  Bytes are sent/received as two 
nibbles with the most significant nibble being first in the 2 nibble sequence.  On read operations, the 
MSN is transmitted first. 

Given the LCD powers up in 8 bit mode, having an instruction to set 8 bit mode in an 8 bit  
system would seem unnecessary.  It has been coded here, however, for completeness.  It may have 
some value for system testing when the LCD is not being powered down between loading new 
software into the MCU. 

LCD instructions require varying times to complete.  Usually from 45uS to 2 mS.  During 
this "execution" time, the LCD can't receive any data.  Delay times can be hard coded or make use of 
the LCD's busy flag.  The hard coded delay has been left here (commented out) as an example for 
"C30 Compiler" applications wishing to use this approach. 

Applications requiring hard coded delays will need to go through the code in source files 
Lmx_DataLen.c and  LCD_IO.c to replace calls to function  LCD_Busy().  Check the LCD data 
sheet to confirm the delays required for each instruction.  Note that LCDs operating in 4 bit mode 
may require longer delays than when operating in 8 bit mode.  This is hardware specific.  Blank 
screens  and/or  garbled  text  may  indicate  delay  problems.   The  LCD  clear  and  cursor  home 
commands take longer to execute than other commands.

LCD – Initialization

void Lmx_DataLen(void);
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pos – Row (line #) position within the LCD for the window top to begin.
hgt – Height (in rows) of the window.
debug – TRUE turns on debugging line numbers.  FALSE disables them.
topent – TRUE enters characters from the top down.  FALSE enters them from bottom up.

Lmx_Init(1, 2, FALSE, TRUE);

Use the full LCD for the virtual paging window.  Turn off the debugging numbers and have 
characters enter from the top down.

Detailed Description:

A call to  Lmx_Init() must be made before any of the TLCD functions can be used.  This 
function initializes the LCD, virtual paging and TLCD system for use.

This function initializes the LCD module to a predefined state.  The initialization may be 
setup in many different ways to suit specific applications.  Repeated calls to Go_LCD() set up the 
LCD as required.  Change the included parameters to select different options.  See LumexLCD.h for 
available values. 

If  CUSTOMCG has been set to one, compile the code to initialize the CG RAM for the 8 
custom characters.  Bit patterns are loaded from global array variable Cust_CG[]. 

8 bit or 4 bit data length is set here based on a conditional compilation variable LCDDLEN 
set in Lumex.h  LCD line count and font must be selected at the time the data length is set.  These 
cannot be changed until the LCD is reset.  The global variable LCD_Func contains the bit settings 
for line count and font.  These have been defaulted to 2 lines of the 5x8 font.  The Function Set  
instruction may only be issued once between LCD resets.  Sending this command more than once 
may cause unstable and/or unreliable operation.  A hard reset (remove Vdd) will clear this condition. 

Debug fills  the  virtual  page  with  line  numbers  which  may  help  with  debugging display 
problems.  Normally this is set to FALSE. 

Note that the LCD function set command can only be executed once between LCD hard 
resets if different parameters will be used.

The window defined here allows the display to be partitioned up into two output areas.  The 
window works with the virtual paging system.  Lines outside this can be managed with LCD prefix 
functions.  This is handy for setting up a fixed title line with vertical scrolling values underneath.  

See pages 10 and 11 for the default LCD and TLCD initialization.

LCD/Vpg/TLCD – Initialization

void Lmx_Init(unsigned char pos,
    unsigned char hgt,
    unsigned char debug,
    unsigned char topent);
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row – Absolute row (line #) number to place at the top of the display.

ScrollA_Win(5);

Take virtual page absolute row (line #) 5 and place it at the top of the LCD.  Additional lines 
will be pulled in to fill the physical LCD window.

Detailed Description:

Scroll the virtual page to an absolute line number within the buffer.  Legal values are 1 <= 
row <= VIRTUALPG.  Following this, a call to LCD_Refresh() is made here to update the LCD. 
This will wrap around the buffer ends, as required, to fill  the LCD window.  The height of that 
window is held in global variable  Win_Hgt.  The window referred to here is that which has been 
defined by Lmx_Init().  Those contiguous lines that form a window which the virtual paging system 
operates on.  In most cases this will be the entire LCD.

Vpg – Scrolling/Shifting

void ScrollA_Win(unsigned char row);
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n – Number of rows (lines) to scroll the virtual page up (+n) or down (-n). 

ScrollR_Win(2);

Scroll the virtual page rows up 2 lines.

Detailed Description:

Scroll the virtual page relative to the current line number +/- n lines within the virtual page 
buffer.  The buffer pointer wraps around the ends as required.  Legal values for  n are 0 <=  n <= 
VIRTUALPG-1 in signs.  Positive values move the LCD text up and negative values move the text 
down.  This can be used to create a scrolling display to allow the LCD to process lines greater than 
its physical line count.  A call is made here to LCD_Refresh() to update the LCD.  This will wrap 
around the buffer ends, as required, to fill the LCD window.  The height of that window is held in 
global variable  Win_Hgt.  To simplify the calculation, a positive displacement is added to  n for 
negative moves.  This takes advantage of the wrapping feature of the buffer and avoids negative 
numbers.  Note that moves of 0 and VIRTUALPG lines won't change the LCD display.

Vpg – Scrolling/Shifting

void ScrollR_Win(char n);
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addr – Set the LCD's AC (address counter) to this value.  Also points the hardware into the CG
 RAM (character generator RAM).

Set_CGRAM(0x01);

Set the current value of the AC (address counter) to position 1.  Sets up the LCD hardware so 
reads and writes occur on the character generator RAM (CG RAM).

Detailed Description:

This is a low level hardware function that usually doesn't need to be called by the application. 
It sets the current value of the AC (address counter) and points the LCD hardware into the character 
generator RAM (CG RAM).  Calls to  RAM  read and write functions should be proceeded by a 
Set_CGRAM() or Set_DDRAM() call.  This function is in source file LCD_IO.c

LCD – Hardware Low Level

void Set_CGRAM(unsigned char addr);



FUNCTION REFERENCE – TLCD Library

addr – Set the LCD's AC (address counter) to this value.  Also points the hardware into the DD
 RAM (data display RAM).

Set_DDRAM(0x01);

Set the current value of the AC (address counter) to position 1.  Sets up the LCD hardware so 
reads and writes occur on the data display RAM (DD RAM).

Detailed Description:

This is a low level hardware function that usually doesn't need to be called by the application. 
It sets the current value of the AC (address counter) and points the  LCD  hardware into the  data 
display  RAM (DD RAM).   Calls  to  RAM  read  and write  functions  should  be  proceeded by a 
Set_CGRAM() or Set_DDRAM() call.  This function is in source file LCD_IO.c

LCD – Hardware Low Level

void Set_DDRAM(unsigned char addr);
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op – One of the LCD command macros (NSHIFTdrt, NSHIFTdlf, NSHIFTcrt, or NSHIFTclf).
s – Number of time to repeat the macro.

NSHIFTdrt – Shift the display 1 position right.
NSHIFTdlf – Shift the display 1 position left.
NSHIFTcrt – Shift the cursor 1 postion right.
NSHIFTclf – Shift the cursor 1 position left.

Shift_Rep(NSHIFTdrt, 5);

Shift the LCD display (all lines) 5 positions to the right. 

Detailed Description:

This function repeats one of the cursor/display shift operations s times.  op is one of the four 
shift  event  macros  NSHIFTdrt,  NSHIFTdlf,  NSHIFTcrt,  or  NSHIFTclf as  defined  in 
LumexLCD.h  These control both LCD text and the cursor.  Since the LCD displays less characters 
than it holds in the DDRAM, the physical window acts as a viewport over a portion of the full line. 
Sliding this window left  or right allows viewing both physical lines in segments of  LCDLLEN 
characters. 

Shift operations performed here send commands directly to the LCD hardware.  As such they 
are outside any of virtual paging logic.  The LCD doesn't provide a way of reading its current shift 
amount.  Two global variables have been defined specifically for this purpose.  0 indicates a home 
position.  Positive amounts indicate shifting to the left and negative amounts indicate shifting to the 
right.  These should be read only and used to know where the display is relative to its home position.  
The variables are updated here and in function LCD_Home().  Note that 0 <= s <= LCDPLEN-1.

The macros above use the dedicated LCD hardware commands which are very basic and 
somewhat limited.  For example, individual lines cannot be shifted.  The TLCD library functions 
provide more capability and will be a better choice for most applications.

LCD - Special

void Shift_Rep(unsigned char op, unsigned char s);
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col – Absolute column (character) position to shift into position 1.

ShiftA_Win(10);

Shift column position 10 of the virtual page to the left side (position 1) of the LCD display.

Detailed Description:

Shift  the window to an absolute character position  col.   This simply sets the global shift 
variable (Vpg_Shift) to an appropriate value (based on  col) to cause the desired position change. 
The mapping is Vpg_Shift = col - 1 since the shift amount adds into the C array index which points 
to the proper character within the virtual page lines.  The effect is the left corner of the LCD is 
placed at the specified character position.  The shifting allows the LCD window to cover line lengths 
greater  than  its  physical  display  size.   To use  this  feature  the  virtual  page  must  be  active  and 
LCDLLEN will be sent to LCD_Refresh() to limit the update to the physical width of the LCD.  In 
other words, if the LCD displays 16 physical characters (LCDLLEN) the DDRAM line length will 
be effectively limited to 16.  Not a problem since the virtual page length will be in effect here. 

The absolute position value col is limited here as noted below:  All LCD lines are shifted and 
a call to LCD_Refresh(LCDLLEN) updates the LCD to reflect the new window position. 

Note: 1 <= col <= VIRTUALLN 

Although allowed, shifts equal to VIRTUALLN will simply shift the line around to the same 
position that they started at.

Vpg – Scrolling/Shifting

void ShiftA_Win(unsigned char col);
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n – Relative shift the virtual page n characters. -n for left shift, +n for right shift.
      0 <= |n| <= VIRTUALLN-1

ShiftR_Win(8);

Shifts the virtual page 8 characters to the right.

Detailed Description:

Shift the window (text moves in opposite direction) n number of character positions left(-) or 
right(+).  This simply adds/subtracts n from the global shift variable (Vpg_Shift) which causes the 
left corner of the LCD to be displaced left/right the specified amount.  This allows the window to 
shift back/forth to cover line lengths greater than its physical display size.  To use this feature the 
virtual page must be active and LCDLLEN will be sent to LCD_Refresh() to limit the update to the 
physical width of the LCD.  In other words, if the LCD displays 16 physical characters (LCDLLEN) 
the DDRAM line length will be effectively limited to 16. 

Shifting wraps around the ends of the virtual page lines.  All LCD lines are shifted and a call 
to LCD_Refresh(LCDLLEN) updates the LCD to reflect the new window position. 

Vpg – Scrolling/Shifting

void ShiftR_Win(char n);
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Vpg_Clear();

Clears the entire virtual page buffer to either blanks or debugging line numbers.

Detailed Description:

Clear the entire virtual page.  Either blanks (DEBUGOFF) are written into the buffer or 
debugging  numbers  (DEBUGON).   This  is  controlled  by  the  debug  mode  setting  passed  to 
Lmx_Init() and performed in the clear line function.   Clear by simply making repeated calls to 
Vpg_ClrLn() for each line in the virtual page.  The virtual cursor is returned home at the end.  A call 
to LCD_Refresh() needs to be made to update the LCD's DD RAM.  If AUTORFON has been used 
this call will be made automatically by the TLCD software.

Vpg – Clearing (single line)

void Vpg_Clear(void);
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row – Virtual row (line #) to clear to either blanks or debugging numbers where
(1 <= row <= VIRTUALPG).

 Vpg_ClrLn(5);

Clears line 5 in the virtual page buffer to either blanks or debugging numbers.

Detailed Description:

Clear  the  specified  line  in  the  virtual  page  buffer  by  writing  blanks  (DEBUGOFF) or 
debugging numbers (DEBUGON) into the virtual page buffer.  This is controlled by the debug mode 
setting passed to Lmx_Init().  Note that the blank count is taken from the predefined VIRTUALLN 
parameter.  Variable row is the same as the line number (1 <= row <= VIRTUALPG).  Magnitude 
checks are done here to ensure row stays within bounds.  A call to LCD_Refresh() needs to be made 
to update the LCD's DD RAM.  If AUTORFON has been used this call will be made automatically 
by the TLCD software.

Vpg – Clearing (single line)

void Vpg_ClrLn(unsigned char row);
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unsigned char chr;

 chr = Vpg_getc();

Get a single character from the virtual page buffer at  the current location  and store it  in 
variable chr.  Current location is set by a call to VpgSet_RC().

Detailed Description:

Retrieve a character from the virtual page buffer at the position pointed to by Vpg_Row and 
Vpg_Col.  The row/column pointers do not advance after the read.  The current position should be 
set  by  making  a  call  to  VpgSet_RC().   The  current  position  can  be  read  by making a  call  to 
VpgGet_RC().

Vpg – Character Handling

unsigned char Vpg_getc();
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unsigned char row, col;

Vpg_Get_RC(&row, &col);

Get current row and col position from the global variables Vpg_Row and Vpg_Col.  Current 
location is set by a call to VpgSet_RC().

Detailed Description:

Get the row and column positions for the virtual page.  This allows recovering the current 
character position from the global variables that hold the row and column values.  Note that user row 
and column values are one greater than the virtual page array indexes.  In other words, user row 1 is  
0 in the global variable (array index).  This function compliments  VpgSet_RC() and both use the 
same values.   Manipulating  row and column values  should  be  done through these functions  to 
maintain consistency and avoid display problems.  See function VpgSet_RC() for more details. 

This function expects the address of the parameters r and c to be passed.  In that way the 
function can update those in the calling program to reflect the current Vpg_Row and Vpg_Col. 

The global variables can be manipulated directly but care should be used when doing so.  It's 
recommend that row and column positions be managed through the dedicated functions.

Vpg – Positioning

unsigned char Vpg_Get_RC(unsigned char *r, unsigned char *c);
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Vpg_Home();

Issue a home command to the virtual paging system and update all housekeeping variables in 
the TLCD system.  

Detailed Description:

Home function for the virtual page system.  Return the virtual page row and column pointers 
to their home positions.  Values depend on how the entry mode is set.  Top down entry will return 
pointers to the top left column (1,1).  Bottom up entry will return pointers to the bottom left (1,  
VIRTUALPG).  For virtual paging, this means the first or last lines of the buffer at column position 
1. 

The shift amount is also set to 0.  This causes the left most display position in the LCD 
window to be character 1 in the buffer. 

If LCD and virtual page functions are used together, care must be taken to ensure neither 
interferes with the other.  Data is moved between the LCD and virtual page by LCD_Refresh() and 
Vpg_Refresh().  The function LCD_Home() does not change anything in the virtual paging system. 
The function Vpg_Home() does not change anything in the LCD hardware.  Following the call to 
Vpg_Home() a call to  LCD_Refresh(LCDLLEN) should be made if an updated LCD display is 
required.

LCD - Positioning

void Vpg_Home(void);
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Vpg_NewLn();

Issue  a  new  line  operation  on  the  virtual  page.   This  function  is  primarily  an  internal 
operation invoked by the  virtual page  character handling functions.  Direct calls to this from the 
application shouldn't be necessary except under special circumstances.  

Detailed Description:

Called  when  a  virtual  page  line  gets  full  and/or  when  a  new  line  (\n)  is  encountered. 
Characters matching those defined in  LCD_NL1 or  LCD_NL2 will be interpreted as a new line. 
These are set to 0x0d and 0x0a by default.  On a match, simply advance to the next line and return to 
character position 1.  If the last line becomes full or a new line is encountered when writing to the  
last line, the virtual page buffer rolls around if teletype mode is set.  Otherwise the line wraps around 
on itself.  Wrap is inverted when the entry mode selects bottom up entry.  Entry mode causes lines to 
fill in either direction (up/dn).

Vpg – New Line Generation

void Vpg_NewLn(void);
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c – Character to send to the virtual page.

Vpg_putc('C');

Sends the character 'C' to the virtual page at the current row and column position.

Detailed Description:

Output a single character to the virtual page buffer at the position indicated by Vpg_Row and 
Vpg_Col.  Physical character position 1 for each line is 0 as C arrays start at 0.  Logical setting of 
row and column through SetVpg_RC() assumes the top line is 1 and the first character position is 1. 
If the macro CLEARon is executed, new lines will be cleared.  Otherwise previous text remains.  If 
the macro TTYon is executed, characters will wrap around to the next line.  Otherwise characters 
will  wrap  around  on  the  same  line.   Character  matching  LCD_NL1 or  LCD_NL2 (new  line 
symbols) will cause a new line to be generated.  A special case comes up when a full line is received 
(VIRTUALLN chars) and a new line symbol is at  VIRTUALLN+1.  This would cause two CRs, 
one from the full line and a second from the new line symbol.  To avoid this, the last character is 
included which fills  the line.   No action is  taken until  the  next  character  (VIRTUALLN+1) is 
received.  A printable character or new line symbol will cause only 1 CR to be issued.  The new line 
symbol will be swallowed while all other characters go to the virtual page buffer.  All this simply 
updates the virtual page buffer.  A call to  LCD_Refresh() is required to send characters from the 
virtual page buffer to the LCD.  This function is in source file LCD_Chars.c for more details.

Vpg – Character Handling

void Vpg_putc(unsigned char c);
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p -  Pointer to the null terminated string to output to the virtual page.

Vpg_puts(“Hello World”);

Output the string “Hello World” to the virtual page at the current row and column position.

Detailed Description:

This function receives a pointer to a string.  Characters are extracted one at a time via a loop 
until the NULL character is encountered.  Repeated calls to Vpg_putc() pass the single characters to 
the virtual page buffer starting at the current cursor position indicated by Vpg_Row and Vpg_Col. 
Handling of new lines (\n) and/or line length overruns are processed within the character function 
Vpg_putc().  Function Vpg_puts() can be found in source file Vpg_Chars.c for more details.

Vpg – String Handling

void Vpg_puts(char *p);
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row – Row (line #) to output the character (1 <= row <= VIRTUALPG).
col – Column position to output the character (1 <= col <= VIRTUALLN).
c – Character to output.

Vpg_RCputc(1, 1, 'X');

Outputs an 'X' to the virtual page at line 1 character position 1.

Detailed Description:

Output  a  single  character  to  the  virtual  page at  the  specified  row and column position. 
Position values are as follows:  1 <= row <= VIRTUALPG, 1 <= col <= VIRTUALLN.  This is a 
convenience function that simply calls the position function  VpgSet_RC() followed by the virtual 
page output function Vpg_putc().  Using this may save a few lines of code for certain applications. 
This function will update the global variables Vpg_Row and Vpg_Col (the current position).

Vpg – Character Handling

void Vpg_RCputc(unsigned char row, unsigned char col, unsigned char c*);
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row – Row (line #) to output the character (1 <= row <= VIRTUALPG).
col – Column position to output the character (1 <= col <= VIRTUALLN).
p – Pointer to the null terminated string to output.

Vpg_RCputs(1, 1, “Hello World”);

Output the character string “Hello World” to the virtual page at line 1 and character position 
1.

Detailed Description:

Output a character  string  to the LCD at the specified row and column position.  Position 
values  are  as  follows:   1  <=  row <=  VIRTUALPG,  1  <=  col <=  VIRTUALLN.   This  is  a 
convenience function that simply calls the position function  VpgSet_RC() followed by the virtual 
page string  output  function  Vpg_puts().   Using this  may  save  a  few lines  of  code  for  certain 
applications.  This function will update the global variables  Vpg_Row and  Vpg_Col (the current 
position).

Vpg – String Handling

void Vpg_RCputs(unsigned char row, unsigned char col, char *p);
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Vpg_Refresh();

Refresh the virtual page lines from LCD's DD RAM covering the active window within the 
LCD.  In most cases the active LCD window is the entire LCD (1 → LCDMAXLN).

Details Description:

This  function  is  the  inverse  of  LCD_Refresh().   It  moves  characters  from  the  LCD's 
DDRAM into the virtual page buffer.  Call this as required to pass updates made directly to the LCD 
lines back into the virtual page buffer.  Note that the LCD window defines the scope of the lines 
passed.   It  has  a  line  height  of  1->LCDMAXLN and  a  physical  LCD  top  line  position  of 
1->LCDMAXLN.   If  these  are  set  to  include  the  entire  LCD (most  common setting),  then  all 
LCDMAXLN lines will  be moved back into the virtual page buffer.  Copying of lines into the 
virtual page buffer begins at character 1 of Vpg_Row.  It progresses up or down based on the setting 
of  the  entry  mode  (macros  ENTRYTOP and  ENTRYBOT).   Vpg_Row and  Vpg_Col remain 
unchanged when this function returns. 

Shifting is also compensated for here if enabled.  The global variable Vpg_Shift keeps track 
of where the LCD window is positioned within the virtual page buffer.  Thus the LCD's window 
lines can be put back into the virtual page buffer properly. 

Vpg – Data Movement

void Vpg_Refresh();
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row – Virtual page row (line #) to perform the shift on (1 <= row <= VIRTUALPG).
n – Number of character positions to shift row (0 <= |n| <= VIRTUALLN-1).

 Vpg_RShift1n(1, 5)

Shift  virtual page row  1  (line #1) 5 positions to the left.  Using a minus sign with  n (-5) 
would shift the row to the right.

Detailed Description:

Shift the specified row n characters to the right or left.  Positive values shift left and negative 
values shift right.  This acts directly on the virtual page buffer.  A shift in either direction will change 
which character occupies physical position 1.  A simple approach is taken here.  The inner loop shifts 
characters 1 position to the left.  Multiple shifts are controlled by the outer loop.  Using the wrap 
around nature of the shift,  right shifting can be accomplished by left shifting  n -  VIRTUALLN 
times when n is negative.  This simplifies the code at the expense of speed.  A reasonable tradeoff. 
Unlike  the  LCD hardware  shift,  this  shift  operates  on  a  single  line  (row).   It  can  be  used  for 
horizontal scrolling of characters with a virtual page line.  A call to  LCD_Refresh() is made to 
update the LCD to reflect the virtual page changes. 

1 <= row <= VIRTUALPG Row number 
0 <= |n| <= VIRTUALLN-1 Shift amount

Vpg – Scrolling/Shifting

void Vpg_RShift1n(unsigned char row, char n);
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r – Row (line #) to set the LCD current position to (1 <= r <= VIRTUALPG).
c – Column to set the LCD current position to (1 <= c <= VIRTUALLN).

VpgSet_RC(1, 1);

Set the virtual page current position to row 1 and column 1.  The next character to output will 
go to this location.

Detailed Description:

Set the row and column positions for the virtual page.  This allows addressing each individual 
character  in  the  virtual  page  buffer.   1  <=  r <=  VIRTUALPG,  1  <=  c <=  VIRTUALLN. 
Remember that C arrays begin at 0. 

Row  and  column  values  in  excess  of  the  maximums  will  wrap  back  to  row=1  and/or 
column=1;  This imitates the LCD hardware.

Vpg – Positioning

void VpgSet_RC(unsigned char r, unsigned char c);
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Revision History:

1/2014 - Create document.
8/2014 - Remove macros PRINTF2LCD and PRINTF2VP

 - Update functions LCD_Put() and LCD_Get() to include rs and rw
parameters.

 - Rewrite description on how sprintf() should be used in place of
printf() for creating formatted output.

 - Add discussion about using interrupts.
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